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The transition radiation from a charge traveling through plasma is considered for a smooth variation of 
plasma density in space or time. Various types of anisotropy of this radiation are considered. It is shown 
that there is an increase in anisotropy of the angular distribution of transition-radiation energy for 
frequencies in excess of the optical frequency when the characteristics scales of either time or space 
variation in the plasma density are increased. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Ginzburg and Frank [1] were the first to point out that 
a charge moving through an inhomogeneous dielectric 
can emit electromagnetic waves. This is now referred 
to as transition radiation. The emission of transition 
radiation in inhomogeneous media was subsequently in
vestigated in a large number of papers, most of which 
have been reviewed, for example, by Bass and Yako
venko. [2] Nevertheless, a series of new results has 
been obtained in recent years, including the discovery of 
the anisotropy of transition radiation produced when the 
charge passes through a resonance layer of weakly in
homogeneous plasma in which the permittivity becomes 
zero, [3 , 4] and a new type of transition radiation due to 
the non stationary character of a medium, [5-7] which has 
a number of important properties. 1) One of the proper
ties of transition radiation emerging from the resonance 
region of a hot, isotropic, weakly inhomogeneous plasma 
is the cascade character of the wave generation mechan
ism in which Langmuir oscillations are excited during an 
intermediate stage which is followed by the transforma
tion of these oscillations into electromagnetic waves. [3, 4] 

Transition radiation produced in this way has a well
defined anisotropy. The intensity of the radiation is a 
maximum when the charge moves in the direction of in
creasing plasma denSity, and decreases exponentially in 
the reverse case, i.eo, when the charge moves in the 
direction of decreasing density. This anisotropy is also 
found to arise in magnetized plasma[9] which, in turn, 
leads to anisotropy in the emission of transverse waves 
in the beam-plasma discharge. [10] 

In this paper, we investigate various types of aniso
tropy of transition radiation due to a moving relativistic 
charge and to the resonant properties of a plasma layer 
in which the permittivity becomes zero. In the first part, 
we consider the transition radiation from a charge in 
homogeneous nonstationary plasma, the density of which 
varies smoothly with time. 2 ) An exact solution of the 
problem is obtained for this case. AnalYSis of this solu
tion shows that the angular distribution of the emitted 
radiation is highly anisotropic for a relativistic charge 
moving through plasma. This is analogous to the aniso
tropy investigated by Ginzburg and Tsytovich. [6] The 
anisotropy in the angular distribution is enhanced when 
the characteristic time T of the density variation is in
creased. The dependence of the radiation intensity I on 
the difference An in plasma density is determined by the 
parameter TAW(k), where .t.w(k) is the change in the 
wave frequency wk = (wpe + k2c 2)112 due to a change in the 
plasma density. When TAW(k) « 1, the radiation inten-
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sity is proportional to the square of the density differ
ence An. If, however, T.t.w(k) » 1, the character of this 
dependence is modified, and it is found that I ~ An. The 
total intensity falls exponentially with increasing T. In 
the limit of a sharp jump in density (T ~ 0), the. expres
sions for the field are the same as those obtained in [7] 

but differ from the corresponding formulas in [5,6]. This 
is connected, in particular, with the fact that the fre
quency dispersion must be properly taken into account 
in the case of transition radiation in non stationary 
plasma (see Appendix for further details). It is impor
tant to note, however, that, in the asymptotic limit of an 
ultrarelativistic charge y = (1- f32f1/2 » 1, and the re
sults reported in [5-7] do, in fact, agree within the cone 
.t.8 ~ 1/y. 

In the second part of this paper, we investigate the 
anisotropy of transition radiation in stationary plasma 
with denSity varying slowly in space. For w > max wpe 
== wpm, the anisotropy of the transition radiation 
is found to be quite similar to that described above (the 
angular distribution of the radiated energy is aniso
tropic, especially for a relativistic charge). 

The essential role of the complex point of synchron
ism is also elucidated. This can be summarized as fol
lows. Suppose L is the characteristic scale of plasma 
density inhomogeneity on which the component kz(z) of 
the wave vector along the density gradient changes by an 
amount .t.kz. For frequencies W »wpm and provided 
LAkz « 1, the increase in the phase of the electromag
netic wave due to the plasma inhomogeneity is small, so 
that the inhomogeneity can be looked upon as a perturba
tion by analogy with the theory of scattering of high
energy particles in quantum mechanics. [l1J The field 
amplitude of the transition radiation is then determined 
by perturbations close to the real axis of z, which is in 
full agreement with the ideology of Galeev. [12] How
ever, in the other limiting case, when Ukz »1, the 
main contribution to the field amplitude is due to the 
complex point of synchronism, zs' at which the Cerenkov 
resonance condition W = kz(zs, w)v is satisfied (v is the 
velocity of the charge). For frequencies W < wpm' the 
anisotropy is analogous to that investigated in [3 , 4]. 

1. ANISOTROPY OF TRANSITION RADIATION DUE 
TO A CHARGE IN A NONSTATIONARY 
HOMOGENEOUS PLASMA 

We shall consider the transition radiation emitted by 
uniformly moving charge in cold homogeneous plasma 
whose density is a function of time. 
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In the Fourier representation 

B(r,t)= J dkB,(t)exp(ikr) 

the equation for the magnetic field Hk is [7] 

if', iqe 
-d' B,+[k e'+oop<'(t) lB, = -[kv lexp(-ikvt), 

t 2n' 
(1.1) 

where q is the charge and v = ezv is the velocity. If, 
however, the plasma density n(t) increases with time, 
then, using the formulas given in[7J, we can show that 
the current density of the "created" plasma particles 
contains the term 

6j,(t)= - ie'k' J' dt'[kXB,(1') 1 dn(1') . 
me dt" 

As a result, in plasmas with density increasing with 
time, the right-hand side of (1.1) acquires the additional 
term 

S'dt'B (t') doop,'(t') 
_~' dt" 

However, if we differentiate with respect to time and 
substitute dHk/dt = (-ill:. v)Fk' we obtain (1.1). Hence, it 
follows that the expression for the transition-radiation 
intensity emitted by a charge in plasma whose density 
increases with time will contain the additional factor 
(k'v/wk)2 as compared with the case of decaying plasma. 

Suppose that the Langmuir frequency of the plasma is 

oo.,'(t) =00 .. '+ (00.,'-00 .. ') (1 +e-'I,) -'. (1.2) 

In this expression, T is the characteristic time of the 
plasma density variation; in a decaying plasma, wpl 

> wp2' For the time dependence specified by (1.2), the 
solution of (1.1) can be expressed in terms of hyper
geometric functions. However, for convenience of com
parison of the various limiting cases, we shall divide our 
analysis into two stages. 

Let us begin with a sharp (T - 0) change in the plasma 
density. In the frequency region in which we are inter
ested, we must, in fact, have ~ T « 1. When this con
dition is satisfied, the exact solution of (1.1) yields the 
following expression for the transition -radiation field, 
which is identical to that obtained in [7] : 

B iqc(ooP2'-oop\')[kxvl (kV)'[(1+kV) (. t} 
k = 4nZ(w/-kz2U2 ) (Q;\2_kz2V2) ~' ~ exp -lWk 

+(-1)' (1-:) exp{ioo,t} ], (1.3) 

h 2 2 k2 2 d n 2 2 k2 2 Th were wk = wp2 + c an "k = wp 1 + c. e par am -
eter s can assume two values, namely, s = 0 and s = 1, 
which correspond, respectively, to decreaSing and in
creasing plasma density. USing (1.3), we obtain the fol
lowing formula for the radiation energy: 

~ q'v'k'(ooPl'-00 .. ')'sin'8 (kv)" 
W= JdQSdk 4n'(oo,-kv) '(Q,'-k.'v') , ~ (1.4) 

In this expression, 8 is the angle between the velocity of 
the charge and the wave vector k and dO = 21T sin 8d8 
is the solid angle element. It is important to note that 
the magnetic field has only the azimuthal component 
Hrp(r, t). 

Ignoring the nonrelativistic case v « c, which was 
investigated in[7J, we shall consider (1.4) in the ultra
relativistic limit y » 1, where y = (1 - v2/c2r1i2 is the 
relativistic factor. In the latter limit, (1.4) shows that 
the spectral energy density w w,O per unit interval of 
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Wk and of the solid angle 0 has a maximum near wk 
~ yWp2 and 8 ~ y -1. When this is taken into account and 
we consider the predominant part of the radiation in the 
cone 8 ~ 1/y « 1, the expression given by (1.4) can be 
simplified and this leads to the following result: 

W ••• '" ~~: (:;,)' ( Il: r ( 8'+1-' + ~:')'( 8'+1-' + :;.,')', (1.5) 

which was previously obtained by Ginzburg and 
Tsytovich [6J for an ultrarelativistic charge in a dielec
tric. Therefore, in the ultrarelativistic limit and for a 
sharp variation in the plasma density with time, the 
angular distribution of transition radiation is highly 
anisotropic and most of it is localized within the cone 
8 ~ l/y drawn around the direction of motion. 3 ) 

Let us now suppose that the plasma density is a 
smooth function of time. Substituting (1.2) in (1.1), we 
obtain the follOWing solution of the latter with the right
hand side equal to zero: 

where 

H,(t) =F(ia, ib; o;-e'/')exp(iQ,t), 

H,(t)=F(-ia, -ib; 2-0; -e'/,) exp (--iQ,t), 

a= (Q,+oo,) '1', b= (Q,-oo,) '1', 0=1 +ia+ib, 

(1.6) 

and F is the hypergeometric function. We note that this 
solution describes the physical situation where, for 
t - -00, a monochromatic wave with energy flux SrI 
propagates in the plasma. Because of the variation in 
plasma density with time, this is followed by the appear
ance of a wave traveling in the reverse direction, in 
which the energy flux for t - + 00 is s:;). Askar 'yan and 
Pogosyan [13J have considered a similar effect for a 
dielectric. If st is the energy flux in the original wave 
for t - +00, then (1.6) readily yields the expression 

8h' n (Q, +00,) T > 1. 
sh (2noo,r)8h (2nQ,T) 

We note that, when the plasma density is a function of 
time, the energy flux Sf in the "test" wave increases and, 
consequently, the original wave is amplified. However, 
for an adiabatic change of density, when 21TWkT » 1, this 
effect is exponentially small. In the opposite limiting 
case, when 21TOkT « 1, the gain in the energy flux of the 
"test" wave is (nk + Wk)2/4wknk and increases with de
creasing (wk/Ok) < 1. 

To solve the inhomoge neous equation (1.1), we shall 
use the solutions given by (1. 6) and the method developed 
by Amatuni and Korkhmazyan[14J except that, in formu
lating the boundary conditions, we shall assume that 
there is no radiation for t - -00. Basically simple 
analysis which, however, must be carried out with some 
care, yields the following expression for the field of the 
transition radiation for t - + 00: 

where 

A (00" Q,) =i qve kJ. T'B (ib, -ia) r(ikn-ioo,T) 
2n' 

X r(iQ,T-ikn) r( -iQ,T-ikn) r- t (1-ioo,T-iQ,T). 

(1. 7) 

(1.8) 

In these expressions, B(ib, -ia) and r(;) are, respec
tively, the beta and gamma functions. Let Ao(k) be the 
value of the amplitude A(wk' Ok) for T = O. From (1.7) 
and (1.8), we then have 

, A (00" Q,),' 2noo.T(00.-kv) (Q,'-k!v') 
A,(k) (oo,+kv) (Q.'-00,')8h 2noo,T 
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11M' _________________ _ 

shn(CD.+Q.)Tshn{Q.-CIl.h shn{CIl.+kvh (1.9) 
xshn{Q.+kv)'t'Shn{Q.-kv)'t shn{CIl.-kvh· 

1 A {CIl •• Q.) I' [Shn{CIl.+kvh]' 
A{-CIl.:-Q.) = shn{CIl.-kv)'t . 

We now consider the dependence of the radiation-field 
amplitude on the velocity v of the charge and the charac
teristic time T of the variation in density. The effect of 
the "width" of the density jump on the amplitude of the 
Fourier harmonic of the radiation field is characterized 
by the function 

f(k. kv; 't)=IA(CIl •• Q.)!Ao(k) I'. 

whose dependence on the parameters of the problem is 
defined by (1.9). We now evaluate the derivatives 
dlnf/dln T and, recalling that for positive ~ 12 sand 
~ 1 ~ ~ 2 + ~ 3, we have ' , 

~<~+~ 
th SI th S, th S. • 

we find that df/dT < O. Therefore, the transition-radia
tion amplitude decreases with increasing characteristic 
time T. For an adiabatic density variation, when 217Wp2T 
> y, the above function is a decreasing exponential: 
f ~ exp [-217(wk - k· V)T J. Secondly, it is clear from 
(1.9) that, as T increases, there is an increase in the 
anisotropy of the radiation relative to the forward (in the 
direction of motion of the charge) and backward direc
tions. Thus, for the adiabatic change in density, the 
probability of emission of waves in "backward directions" 
is lower than the forward probability in the ratio of 
exp(-417k' VTCOS 8). 

In the case of the relativistic charge, the spectral 
density of the radiation energy has a maximum at high 
frequencies wk ~ yWp2' as before (in the system 
attached to the moving charge, this corresponds to fre
quencies of the order of W p2/Y because of the Doppler 
shift). If, moreover, the time y/217Wp2 necessary to 
generate the radiation is less than T, the radiation is 
localized within a cone of angle a8 ~ l/y around the 
direction of motion of the charge, and its parameters are 
close to those for the radiation emitted in the case of a 
sharp jump in the plasma density. In the other limiting 
case, when 217Wp2T > y, the "width" of the density jump 
affects the entire frequency spectrum of the radiation. 
At the same time, the radiation cone contracts: a8 
~ (217Wp2Tyr1/2 < l/y. Outside the cone, the spectral 
density decreases exponentially with increasing angle 8. 
In the limiting case when 217Wp2T > y »1, 

; _ 4nCll.'t(CIl.-kv) (Q,'-k.'v') '1 [2 (Q )]} 
I""'" (Clh:+kv) (w

pt 2-w
p
:/) \ -exp - rt _,.-61,. T 

(1.10) 
xexp[ -2n{CIl.-kvhl. 

We note that the frequency wk - k· V has a minimum 
for k = (Wp2/v)(1 - {32 cos2 8r112 cos 8 for which it is 
equal to Wp2(1- {32 cos2 8)112, and the frequency S1k - wk 
decreases monotonically with increasing k ({3 = vic). It 
is clear from (1.10) that, when 217lwp1 - wp21T « y, the 
small denominator w~l - w~2 is absent from the func
tion f. Consequently, similarly to the case of a sharp 
jump in the plasma density, the intensity of the radiation 
is proportional to the square of the small denSity jump 
an. In the other limiting case, when 217lwp1- wp21T 
> y, the function f is inversely proportional to an, and 
the radiation intensity is proportional to the first power 
of the density jump. We note that, when 217(S1k - Wk)T 
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« 1, the variable part of the plasma density may be 
looked upon as a perturbation and, consequently, the 
transition-radiation field can be derived from perturba
tion theory by analogy with the theory of scattering of 
high -energy particles in quantum mechanics. [l1J The 
radiation field amplitude will, of course, then be propor
tional to the change in the plasma density. 

It follows from (1.10) that, when T > y/217Wp2, there 
is a reduction in the width of the frequency band corre
sponding to the maximum energy density, which is des
cribed by QWk/wk ~ (y/217Wp2T)1/2. 

Therefore, the foregOing results lead to the conclusion 
that, as the characteristic time T of the plasma density 
variation increases, there is an enhancement of the 
anisotropy of the angular distribution of the radiated 
energy. In the ultrarelativistic case, when 217Wp2T > y 
» 1. the radiation cone contracts with increaSing T, and 
the transition radiation energy becomes exponentially 
small in proportion to the factor exp(-217Wp2Ty-1). 

2. ANISOTROPY OF TRANSITION RADIATION 
IN WEAKLY INHOMOGENEOUS PLASMA 

Let us now consider the transition radiation emitted 
by a charge moving in the direction of the density grad
ient in inhomogeneous plasma, which is parallel to the 
z axis. In the Fourier representation 

H(r. t) = S dCll S dk,e[ e, ~:] H.(k,e. z)exp(iCllt-ikJr) 

the magnetic field Hw is a solution of the equation [12J 

d' dIn e d CIl' qk,e ( CIl) 
-d' H·--d--d H.+, (e-sin' 8)H. =-.-exp -i-z ,(2.1) 

z z z c 2m'c v 

where k 1 = (w/c) sin e, E is the permittivity for which the 
dependence on z is 

e (z) =1- (CIl pm !CIl) '[Hexp (-2z/L) I-i. (2.2) 

and L is the length of a plasma density inhomogeneity. 
We note that (2.2) simulates the profile of the vacuum
plasma boundary for a monotonically increasing plasma 
denSity, so that 0 < wpe < w. The frequency spectrum of 
the transition radiation can then be naturally divided 
into two regions: W > wpm (optical region) and W < wpm 
for which there is a very different structure and a dif
ferent method of investigation must be employed. 

1. Consider the optical region first. For a smoothly
varying plasma inhomogeneity wpm L »c, and the effi
ciency of generation of transition radiation in the case 
of a relativistic charge is of practical interest. We shall 
therefore suppose that the relativistic factor y is large. 

We note, to begin with, that the solution of (2.1) has 
singularities at the zeros Zo and poles Zoo of the permit
tivity E(Z). When the permittivity is given by (2.2), these 
pOints are define,d as follows: 

, n L ( CJ)~m) 
z~='TL(H2n), Zo=Z~ -TIn 1-;: • 

where n = 0, ± 1, .... In the problem we are considering, 
the synchronism points 

L ( CIl~m~'/CIl') 
z.=z~--In 1 + . 

2 1-Vcos'8 

at which the Cererlkov resonance condition W = kz(zs)v 
is satisfied, play an important role; kz = 
= (W/C)(E - sin2 8)112 is the component of the wave vector 
along the inhomogeneity. We note that all the" special" 
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points Zo, zoo, and Zs are located in the complex plane 
of z in a symmetric fashion relative to the real axis of 
z. It will be convenient to introduce the frequencies 
Wy = YWpm' w* = wpmUc, which characterize relativis
tic and inhomogeneity effects in plasma, respectively. 

We now consider the solution of (2.1), assuming to be 
specific, that v > 0. In this case, the charge travels 
from the vacuum into the plasma. At very high frequen
cies W > w* y2, the separation between the points Zo, zoo' 
Zs nearest to the real axis of z is small in comparison 
with the characteristic wavelength c/w. Since the mag
netic field Hw at the special points Zo, Zoo is finite, the 
plasma can be looked upon as a small perturbation by 
analogy with the use of perturbation theory in quantum 
mechanics [llJ for the scattering of high-energy parti
cles. In the zero-order approximation, the solution of 
(2.1) is given by the field of a uniformly moving particle 

qk ( Ul' ) -, ( Ul) H!O) (z)=~ ko'-, exp -i-z . 
2m c v u 

(2.3) 

In this expression, ko = (w/c)cos/l. In the next approxi
mation in the parameter (Wpm/W)2, the solution of (2.1) 
has the form 

H~') (z)= 2i~' IdZ'Fw(Z')eXP[-ikoIZ-Z'IJ, (2.4) 

where 
(0) 

F.(z)=(1-e)H~0)(z)+ d~:e dH~z(z) 

and the function H:;> is given by (2.3). The asymptotic 
field for z - ± 00 is found by shifting the contour of inte
gration into the lower half-plane of z. The main contri
butions to the integral given by (2.4) are then connected 
with the residues of the function Fw(z) at the pole and 
the zero of E(Z), which compensate one another to within 
the small parameter w/2w. 4 ) 

The field amplitude in the forward direction is given 
by 

IH~I) 1= qLB (Ul pml)' exp [_ nUlL (B'+Y-'}]" 
4nc Ul 4c 

Hence, it is clear that, in the above frequency band, 
the transition radiation is localized within the narrow 
cone /I ~ (C/WL)1/2 < y-1 drawn around the direction of 
motion of the charge, and the radiated energy is exponen
tially small. 

For frequencies W < w* y2, the distance between the 
synchronism point Zs and the pole at Zoo is greater than 
the wavelength corresponding to the effective wave vector 
keff = (w/v) - kz(z), so that the dependence of kz on the 
plasma density must be taken into account. The above 
perturbation-theory method is then invalid, but the quasi
classical approximation can be employed. 

We shall now determine two linearly independent 
solutions of (2.1) with right-hand sides equal to zero by 
specifying their quasiclassical asymptotic behavior at 
infinity as follows: 

where 

H,(z) =(ie/2k,)"'exp[ -i1jl(z)], z-++oo, 

H,(z)=(ie/2k,)'" exp[ +i1jl(z)], z-+-oo; 

, 
1jl(Z) = J k,(z'}dz'. 

° 

(2.5) 

When the plasma is weakly inhomogeneous, so that 
kzL » 1, the Wronskian of the solutions of (2.1) may be 
assumed to be equal to unity. Hence, denoting the right-
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hand side of (2.1) by fw(z), we can write the solution of 
this equation in the following form which explicitly satis
fies the radiation boundary condition: 

H.(z)=H,(z) jdz' :«;:; H,(z')+H,(z) }dZ' :i::; H,(z'). (2.6) 

This expression yields the following asymptotic ex
pression for the transition radiation field when z _ ± 00, 

respectively: 
±"" -

H(~)(z)=H,.,(z) f dz'f.(z')H,.,(z')e-,(z'}. (2.7) 

To obtain an accurate asymptotic estimate for (2.7) 
when v > 0, let us shift the integration path toward the 
real axis and into the lower half-plane of z, and use the 
quasi-classical expressions for H1 ,2(Z). The integrand 
in (2.7) will then acquire exponential factors of the form 

exp[ -i j keff(Z')dZ'] ""exp[ -il",(z} J. (2.8) 
'. 

The synchronism point Zs is a turning point for 
keff(z), so that the Stokes line, defined by the condition 
Re I/!c(z) = 0, will pass through it. The function 
exp(-il/!c) decreases monotonically on the Stokes line 
with increasing distance from the point zS' which is the 
point of absolute maximum for this function. It follows 
that the magnitude of the integral in (2.7) is determined 
by competition between contributions due to the synch
ronism point and the singularities of the integrand which 
lie between the real axis of z and the Stokes line. In 
general, when there are several synchronism pOints, the 
contour of integration must be deformed into segments 
of Stokes lines which are topologically equivalent to it 
and are the nearest to the real axis of z (this procedure 
is carried out in accordance with the conditions for the 
validity of the method of steepest descents; see, for ex
ample, [15J). 

For frequencies w < w * y2 in which we are interested, 
the Stokes line runs around and above the singularity of 
H1 ,2(Z) in the lower half-plane. It therefore provides the 
main contribution. Using the method of steepest des
cents, we find that the radiation-field amplitude for 
z - 00 is given by 

IH (z) I' = q'(Ul pm/Ul)'(LB'/8n'Ulc) ex [- nUlL (8'+ -')] (2.9) 
• (8'+1-') (B'+l-'+Ulpm'/Ul') p 2c 1 

where we have taken into account the fact that, in the 
ultrarelativistic case, the waves are preferentially emit
ted at angles /I « 1 to the direction of motion of the 
charge. 

Let us consider (2.9) in greater detail. For an ultra
relativistic charge, the diffuseness of the plasma bound
ary has little effect on the radiation parameters in the 
cone /I ~ y -1 if YWpm < W « c y2/L. Hence, it is clear 
that the condition wpm L < c Y should be satisfied. Such 
estimates show that, for frequencies w ~ YWpm corre
sponding to the maximum of the spectral energy density 
and for angles /I S;; Y -l, the inhomogeneity length L must 
be less than the length C y/wpm which characterizes the 
generation of the transition radiation so that the diffuse
ness of the plasma boundary is not "seen." This estimate 
was obtained by Amatuni and Korkhmazyan [14J by a dif
ferent method. It is clear from (2.9) that, as the inhomo
geneity length increases, the anisotropy of the angular 
distribution of the transition radiation is reduced. For 
L > Cy/wpm and frequencies W ~ yWpm' the radiation 
cone contraCts in accordance with the formula 
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e ~ (c/YWpmL)II2, and the transition radiation energy 
decreases exponentially. 

Analogous results are obtained when the direction of 
motion of the charge is reversed (taking place from 
plasma into vacuum). In the optical region, therefore, 
only the anisotropy of the angular energy distribution of 
the transition radiation is possible. 

2. Let us now consider the transition radiation for 
frequencies W < W m' In contrast to the foregoing, in 
this region the pro~lem has the particular feature that 
the above "special" points have an asymmetric disposi
tion, i.e., the zero of E(Z) is shifted out of the complex 
plane onto the real axis of z (when dissipation is taken 
into account, the zero of E lies at a distance ~z 
= Lwveff/w from the real axis of z, where Lw is the 
inhomogeneity length at the plasma resonance point 
Wpe = wand veff is the effective collision frequency). 
A consequence of this is the appearance of a new type of 
anisotropy, namely, the intensity of the transition radia
tion is a maximum when the charge moves in the direc
tion of increasing plasma density, and decreases ex
ponentially in the opposite case. The physical mechanism 
responsible for this type of anisotropy is discussed in 
detail in [3 J • Since the transition radiation due to a single 
charge moving along the density gradient was previously 
discussed in [3, 4J, we shall consider a different case, 
namely, the transition radiation due to a modulated cur
rent flowing at an angle to the density gradienL We note 
that for a source moving at an angle to the direction of 
inhomogeneity, the effective velocity along the inhomo
geneity may exceed the velocity of light in vacuum (for 
further details see [9]; other methods of producing mo
tion with such velocity are discussed by Bolotovskil 
and Ginzburg [16 J). 

Suppose that the extraneous current density is given 
by 

Hr, t}=;'(6}e,cos oo(t-6/V), v>O, (2.10) 

where e ~ = ez cos eo + ey sin eo defines the direction of 
motion of the current, ~ = y cos eo -z sin eo, and the 
modulation frequency W is less than the plasma fre
quency wpm' For the source defined by (2.10), the right
hand side of (2.1) is 

/.(z)= ~ [ik.Li.(z)cosOo+e d~ (;.~Z) ) sino,]. (2.11) 

The solution of (2.1) with the right-hand side defined 
by (2.11) can be found by a method analogous to that used 
in [4J• Consider the transition-radiation power emitted 
in the case of a current ribbon of thickness 2a in the ~ 
direction and infinite in the x direction. When the 
charges travel in the direction of increasing plasma 
density Ie 01 < 1T/2 

iI'W _ 2L •. , ,'Smd (SinO)' (4ooLo O') ----loa 0 .-- exp --- . 
ilt ilx tiC "0 3c 

In this expression, 
LI2 

L. 
v 

~=-, 0 
C v cos 00 

(2.12) 

e is the angle of emission of radiation into the vacuum, 
em is a limiting angle of the order of (3c/4wLw)ll2, and 
the inhomogeneity length Lw is evaluated at the plasma 
resonance pOint wpe = w, using (2.2). It is clear from 
(2.12) that, for given total current, which corresponds to 
joa = const, the generation optimum in the region of the 
plasma resonance is determined by the conditions 
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O,":;~Om, ooaOm/cO>;i, 

where the main part of the radiation is localized within 
the cone e ~ em. When e ;; {3e m but waem/c » 1, the 
directivity of the emission is improved: 

for e=o,/~, M/8-c/aoo<1, 

but the intensity is reduced (in proportion to c/wa). 
Therefore, for frequencies W < wpm' the transition 
radiation has an anisotropic angular energy distribution, 
and is also anisotropic relative to the direction of varia
tion of the plasma density in the system attached to the 
mOving charge. 

It is our pleasant duty to thank V. L. Ginzburg, V. N. 
Tsytovich, V. E. Novikov, N. P. Galushko, and V. I. 
Karas' for discussions of some of the questions consid
ered above. 

APPENDIX 

Let us consider in greater detail the reason for the 
difference between the results reported here and those 
given by Ginzburg and Tsytovich. [5 ,6J In the present 
paper. we use a somewhat different method for the 
preparation of states in the nonstationary plasma. In 
particular, the ionization of an individual atom and the 
recombination of an individual plasma particle occur 
rapidly, so that the interaction between the field due to 
the moving charge and the plasma particles during the 
ionization and recombination time can be neglected. The 
oscillator velocity of the particles in the decaying plasma 
is then given by 

v.(t)=- :_I dt'E.(t'). (A. 1) 

At the same time, while the plasma density is increased, 
we have the following expression for particles "created" 
at time to: 

• 
v. (t) =-~ S dt' E. (t'). 

m~ (A.2) 

In contrast to the results in [5, 6J , the difference between 
(A.l) and (A.2) leads to a time dependence of the tran
sition-radiation intensity as a function of the direction of 
variation of the plasma density, which is important in 
the nonrelativistic case. [7J As the density is reduced, 
the transition radiation in nonstationary plasma has a 
dipole character, i.e., W w,n ~ v 2, whereas, when the 
plasma density increases, it has the quadrupole charac
ter, so that Ww,n ~ v4• 

I)We note additionally that, as shown in [8], radiation can be emitted 
as a result of a time variation in charge density even in the case of a 
charge moving uniformly in a homogeneous stationary medium. 

2)It is important to note that transition radiation was investigated in [5-7] 
for a rapid variation of permittivity with time. On the other hand, 
under the usual cor1ditions obtaining in decaying laboratory plasma, 
the characteristic time T of the variation in plasma density due to 
volume recombinatiun is several orders greater than the time tf for the 
generation of the transition radiation, so that the density-jump ap
proximation is invalid under these conditions. 

3)See [6] for further analysis of (1.5); the force on the charge and the 
energy associated with the macroscopic renormalization of its mass 
are also calculated in [6]. 

4)Hence, it follows that the inclusion in (2.1) of the term (d In e/dz) 
dHw/dz which was neglected in [14] is, in fact, fundamental. On the 
real axis of z, this term is, of course, small but, in the present problem, 
the radiation field is determined by the contribution of points lo
cated in the complex plane of z, where it is not at all small. 
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